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PRELIMINARY STJLY OF THE teEL SAVING POTENTIAL OF REGENERATIVE 
TURBOFANS FOR COMMERCIAL SUBSONIC TRANSPORTS 
by Gerald A. Kraft 
Lewis Research Center 
SUMMARY 
The fuel savings potential of a regenerati~~ turbofan was calculated 
and compared with that of a reference turbofan for use in an advanced 
subsonic transport. Th~ technology of all the engines was considerably 
advanced and could not be expected to be ready f or commercial service be-
fore the mid-1980's. All the engines were designed for a cr uise altitude 
of 10.67 kilometers (35 000 ft) and Mach 0.80. The reference turbofan 
had an overall pressure ratio of 40, a fan pressure ratio of 1.6, a by-
pass ratio of 10.4, and a turbine inlet temperature of : 620 K (29100 R). 
The regenerative turbofans had overall pressure ratios tf 10 to 20, a fan 
pressure ratio of 1.6, bypass ratios of 8 to 10 an~ a turbine inlet tem-
perature of 1700 K (30600 R). The heat exchanger was a rotary drum type 
using a ce ramic matrix. The effectiveness was varied from 0.80 to 0.90 
and the pres s ure drop from 4 to 8 percent. In addition, a total of 4 per-
cent pressure drop was assumed t n the sir ducts used in conjunction with 
the heat exchanger . 
The miss Ion called for a payload of 18 144 kilograms (40 000 lb) to 
be carried a range of 5500 kilometers (3000 n mi). As gross weight 
changed, wing, landing gear, and engine weight varie,d while the fus .. lage 
and wing loading were fixed. The drag due to the changing propulsion 
system and wing size was taken into account. 
The reference turbofan in this study used about 22 percent less fuel 
than a current (bypass ratio 5 to 6) turbofan if used on the same air-
craft. The results of this study indicate that, relative to the refer-
ence turbofan, the regenerative turbofan could save 4.1 percent i n fuel 
and about break even in takeof f gross weight . T~e change in direct oper-
ating cost ranged from 6 percent worse to :1.7 pen:",H bet::e ~ depending 
on the fuel cost and the cost of the regennn1t i ·.·. turbofl". 
INTRODUCTION 
Current aircraft are totally dependent on the oil supply for their 
fuels, and United States civil aircraft :.ow use about 3.8 percent of all 
the oil used in the United States. Re ~ erence 1 projec ts ~hat by 1984 the 
Uni ted States Certified Air Carriers will double their revenue passenger 
miles , In the same time, the jet fuel used by these car riers is esti-
mated to increase by 50 percent. New fuel-conservative aircraft could re-
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duce this f uel demand substantially. Numerous s t udies of such aircraft 
by industry and government agencies have been initiated. An exam:>le of 
this type of work is reported in reference 2, which was done for STOL 
transports. The turboprop in reference 2 showed a 38 percent savings in 
fuel compared to a turbofan. Other references on the subject are 3 to 6 . 
In reference 6 the author estimates that the optimum turbofan has a by-
vass ratio of 10 .4 , an overall pres sure ratio of 40, and a fan pressure 
ratio of 1 .6 at a noise goal of FAR-36 minus 10 dB. It is alBo estimated 
that the optimum turbofan used 22 percent less fuel than a cur rent h i gh 
bypass turbofan if it were installed on the same type of aircraft. Some 
of the references listed differ in res ults and conclusions, but all tes-
tify to the search for ways to save fuel . Many were written before the 
cost of fuel started to increase so rapidly in late 1973 and t he full im-
pact of present day fuel cOSt was not factored into their conc lusions. 
There are several ways to reduce commercial airline use of f uel . 
Flying s lo~er reduces fuel consumption as does restricting flight fre-
quency which forces load fac t ors up. Improvements are possible to exist-
ing engines and ai rc raft that would reduce fuel consumpti on . Finally , an 
entirely new aircraft, engine, or both cou ld possibly result in fuel sav-
ings. The purpose of this s tudy is t o investigate th e fu el saving poten-
tial of regenerative ~urbofang on an advanced s ubsonic trans port compared 
to an advanced turbofan and th~ same aircraft . 
Regenerative turbofans are of interest because of their ability to 
absorb wasted thermal enpcgy in the primary exhaust s tream and use this 
energy to increase the a1r temperature entering the combustor. This in 
turn means that less fuel is needed to reach any given l evel of turbine-
inlet temperature. 
The regenerative turbofans in this s tudy had a design-turbine-inlet 
temperature of 1700 K (30600 R). The ove rall pressure ratio was varied 
from 10 to 20, the bypass ratio from 8 t o 10, the hea t exchanger effec-
tiveness from 0.8U to 0.90 and the hear exchanger pressure drop from 4 
to 8 percent. The fan pressure ratio was fixed at 1.6 and the pressure 
drop in the ducts leading to and from the heat exchanger was fixed at 
4 percent total. The heat exchanger itself was a ce ramic matrix drum 
t ype that was mounted at the end of the last turbine s tage on the engine 
centerline. TIlis kept engine frontal area to a minimum but did lengthen 
the engine which resulted i n some dr~g increases . Al) the engines were 
designed to oper Rte at 10 . 67 kilometers (35 000 ft) and Hach 0 . 80 . The 
design range was 5500 kil ometers (3000 n mil with a payload of 18 144 
kilograms (40 OOU Ib) wh i ch is 200 pas s engers, As the aircraft changed 
design weigh t, the engines, wings, and landi ng gear were resized. The 
wing l oad ing was held fixed a t 5980 newtons per square meter (125 Ib/ft 2). 
Chang_ s in engine and wing .ize re~ · ~ted in drag changes t o the aircraft. 
~ J'fBOLS 
ALPH heat transfer area/volume, mol 
AR 
BPR 
Camber 
C ~O 
CdO 
CONDM 
CPR 
FPR 
fla 
HAR 
roc 
LID 
L
matrix 
OPR 
RTF 
J 
as pet: r ratlo 
bypass ratio 
t:amber of alrfoil 
lift t:oeff j t: ient at minimum drag 
minimum drag t:oeffit:ient 
t:onductivity of matrix material, W/m/K 
s pet:ific heat at constant pres sure , J/kg/K 
t:ompressor pLessure ratio 
diameter of matrix drum, m 
didmeter of referent:e matr i x drum, m 
hydraulic diameter of holes in matrix, m 
fan pres sure ratio 
fuel to air ratio 
ratio of t:old to hot areas in the heat exchanger 
indirect operating t:ost 
lift to drag ratio of the aircraft 
length of matrix d rum. 10 
length of reference matrix drum. m 
operating empty weight of the aircraft 
overall pressu re ratio of the engine 
total pressure drop in all duc ts leading to and from t he heat 
exchanger 
total pressure drop across hot side of heat exchanger 
total pressure drop across hot and cold side of heat exchanger 
density of matrix material, kg / mJ 
regenerative turbofan 
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src apecific fuel cooauaption, kl/hr/N 
SIC frae flow area of matrix/frontal area 
STOL ahort takeoff and landin, aircraft 
turbine-rotor-inlet temperature, K 
cold aide air temperature into heat exchanaer, K 
Tc-out cold aide air temperatura out of haat exchanler, K 
Tr turbofan 
Th-in hot aide la. tempelature into heat exchanlar, K 
Th-out hot side las teaperature out of haat exchanler, K 
TOGW takeoff Iross wellht, kg 
tIc thickness to chord ratio of the winl 
compressor exit airflow, kg/sac 
effectiveness of the rotary heat exchanler 
METHOD OF ANALYSIS 
Mission 
The mission assumptions were as shewn 1n figun,: Taxi-out waa 
9 minutes at idle power and takeoff was I minute st full power. The 
climb, cruise , and letdown 3Ccounted for the total ranle of '5500 kilo-
meters (3000 n mi). Taxi-in wss 5 minutes at idle power. The reeerv*a 
conaiated of 1 hour at the final cruise fuel rate, 2 adnutea at full 
power for adssed approach, and a 370 kilometer (200 n ad) alternata mia-
aion at lower speed and altitude . The normal cruise speed of the air-
craft was Mach 0.80 at 10.67 kilometers (35 000 ft). The payload w .. 
.. aumed to be 18 144 kilograms (40 000 lb) or 200 passenlers and ballale. 
Aircraft 
Airc, raft,..!!I~ - ,f~ ~,:(.,' J ill a .ketch o .~ the. ref.reru;.e a1rcu!~ 
ahowinl the lenerai laY""t and enline placement. The sketch 1& meant to 
be representative 01 tiae family of advanced aircraft studied and not a 
preciae drawinl. In the case of the relenerative turbofan (RTF) the air-
craft would look almost the same except the enl1.nes would deUnitd ~ bl': 
lOOler snd probably a i',ttle wider. " :qlr.e n • .!! !lilY!<:>"cl re_tned con8t8l; ~ 
for all the ai rcr aft studied, the fUEe.tat,~ aiso' ~"lIWined U::ed. Only the 
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wing, landing gear, and engines chang~d . The wing chan~ed s iz so that 
wtng Loading remained fixed at 5980 newtons per square met r (1 25 Ib /f t 2) 
as takeoff gross weight (TOGW) varied. 
Aircraft drag . - The assumptions that went into calculating the drag 
of the aircraft are shown in table f . These characteris tics are typical 
for the type of aircraft studied in this report. Figure 3 shows che drag 
polar for the referepce turbofan powered four-engine transport. The ref-
erence aircraft had engines with a bypass ratio BPR of 10 . 4 and an over-
all pressure ra t io (OPR) of 40. The polar was g,enerated by the aircraft 
mission analysis code (AMAG) which is an undocumented in-house cod that 
calculates the airplane size, component weights, drag, mission fuel, and 
the direct and indirect operating cost (DOC and IOC). When engine types 
were swi t ched , the drag of the reference TF engines Wa d subtracted and 
the drag of the new engines was added as if they were i aolated engines . 
The aircraft as deSigned achieves lift to drag 'LID) ratios that range 
from a little over 16 at th start of cruise to a little less than 15 at 
the end of the constant altitude c rui se . 
Engines 
Reference turbofan. - A s ke t ch of a typical turbofan engine is shown 
in figure 4(a). This engine was chosen because of its optimum fuel burn-
ing characteristics as discussed in reference 6. This engine also met 
the noise goal of Federal Air Regulation, Part 36 (FAR-36) minus 10 EPNdB . 
The cycle assumptions that went int" the reference TF are shown in 
table II. The level of technology used in all the engines could be avail-
able early in the 1980's. All of the cycle calculations for the refer-
ence TF dIId the RTF were done USing engine matching codes, references 7 
and 8 or modified versions thereof. 
Regenerative turbofan . - A sketch of a typical regenerative turbofan 
engine is shown in figure 4(b). The technology leve l of the engine itself, 
excluding the heat exchanger , was chosen to be of the s ame level as the 
reference TF engine. Cycle thermodynamic considerations require that the 
OPR be lower when a heat exchanger is used in this cycle. This i s re-
f lec ted in the values studied as shown in table II for the RTF. The 
sketch in figure 4(b) indicates the placement of the rotary drum matrix 
nehind the low pressure turbine. It also i ndica t es that while the com-
pressor and low pressure turbine will most likely be reduced in stages 
and therefore len6th, the added length of the heat exchanger will most 
~ ikely more thar. offset this. Thus the RTF will be somewhat longer than 
rile reference Ti. The diameter of the nacelle may also be inc ceased due 
r.o the heat exchanger ducting which must pass around the case d the low 
pressure t urbine thus for"ing the bypass duct outward to some e'.tent. The 
reverse flow combustors nnd radial compressor are other ways tliat could be 
used to shor ten the RTF engine. The engine lengt h calculation assumes 
t hey are used but an in dl!ptr. design study woul,1 be needed to determine 
their fi nal feasibility. 
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As noted in table 11, th T4 of th RTF 18 1700 K while th T 4 
of th r ference TF i s only 1615 K. Normally in a study of thi s type the 
T4 of the competing cyc l s migh t be expect d t o b the same. Th re r-
ence TF's T4 was optim.1zed in ref cenc 6. That is wh y th 1615 K was 
used for t hat cycle. However. the RTF is a c~mplet ly differ nt cycle 
and changes in T4 affect it differently. It will be shown later that 
the sligh tly higher T4 of th RTF was necessary to minimlz th fu 1 
used. This was a result of the heat exchanger ge tting smaller as TI, 
increased, which in turn he lped reduce the drag and w 19ht of th RTP 
engines . 
Turbire cooling bleed. - The tu rbine bleed ca l culations re based on 
the fu ll-coverage fi l m technique described in referenc 9 . Th refer-
ence TF assumed a one-stage ~igh-pressure t urbine and a (our-s t ag low-
pressure t urbine. TIlis resulted in a t o t al chargeab le coo ling bl eed flow 
of 8 percent as hown i n t able II . This bleed flow was t aken from the 
exit of the high pressure compressor where the ai r is unusually ho t due 
to the high OPR . It w s es timated in ref rence 6 that if a heat ex-
changer was used between the cooling air and the fan bypass air , the re-
sulting tempe ra ture of the turbin cooling air would allow Lhe bleed flow 
to be reduced from 8 t o 4 2 percent which in turn reduc d the SFC by 
2. 8 percent. This low r SFC engine is not used as the refe r nce TF in 
this repor t but is mentioned because the RTF eng ine~ did require such a 
heat exchange r for the coo ling bleed in order t o be competitiv This 
effect will be considered i n the report at a later point. 
The RTF engines i n the report requi red the cooling ble d heat ex-
changer because with the higher T4' s and the lower CPR ' s , the low pr s-
sure turbine encountered very hIgh gdS t emperatures. As a result of 
this , the cooling bleed for the low pressure turbine was b comi ng very 
large and masking the otherwise good effect of the high T4 on t he RTF . 
The heat exchanger for the cooling bleed was ass"~ed t o hav an ( of 
0.85. No weight penalty was cha rged for the hea t exchanger in lhis s tudy. 
The effec t of th is assumption will be assessed laler in this report . 
Heat Exchanger 
Design phi l osophy . - The heat exchanger in this study is a r otary 
regenera tor. The rotating component is a lternately exposed to the hot 
gas s tream and the co ld ai r s t ream . Thus, heat is at first absorbed and 
then given up by the matrix material. While disk-shaped regenerators are 
used in auto, truck, and power s~dtion applications , such a sha pe would 
pose a problem for a turbofan engine. The disl<. tends t o have a very 
large diameter compared to the turbine ca~e at the exit of l he low-
press ure turbine . The re ore . the packaging for an airc ra! t application 
would require putti ng the disk in a wing if the engi nes w re wing mounted 
or in the fuselage if that is where the engines were mounted . In this 
s tud y the engines were on the wing and the wing weight equal ions did not 
account for the disk s truct ure . In this st udy the heal e xchanger was as-
sumed to be att ~ched t n the engine behind the l ow-pres sure turbine on the 
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engine ce,:terline . This arrangement was asie r t o nal yze t ha n rh d1ak 
concep t and appeared to minimize the heavy dU Cl weight • 
For this s tudy the rotating matrix has be n s umed t o be a hollow 
ceramic drum . It would resemble a tin can with both ends removed. It 
was sized to f it behind the turbine case of eve ry ngi n examin d. The 
length and thicknes s are determined ~y the charac t e ri s tics assigned to it 
at the design point . The greater the pressure drop aUowed , th thicke r 
the walls of the drum are and the shorter the drum becomes . The smaller 
the pressure drop allowed , the thinner the wall s are and the longe r the 
drum. A sketch o f what the drum might l ook like b h i nd an engine is 
shovn in figure 4(b). The drum is of cons tant radius and the nozzle dt 
flows of the primary and s econdary s tre8DIs ar e shown ln a way that could 
result in some mixing of the s treams . The effect of mixh.g wa s not con-
sidered in the s tudy due to the large uncertainties ln the nozz le r -
quirement s and design at this preliminar y s tage . How v r, the velocit y 
ratio between the primary and second.ary s tream was about 1.5 which is 
favorable for mixing. 
Depending on the compresso r pressure r atio chosen , i t i s 11k ly t hat 
the compressor could be as much as 30 percent sho r ter t han lhe comp ressor 
on the refe rence TF. It ls possible that at l east the fina l stage of 
compression might be supplied by a ra ~ia l s tage since the f l ow must be 
turned ou t ward for duc ting to the heat exchanger anyway. This would 
shorten the compressor even f urt.her . A detailed analys is beyond the 
scope of this report would be needed t o determine the feaSibi l ity of such 
a scheme. The cond itions entering the low pressur e turbine de t ermine the 
number of s tages needed there . In s ome ca s es t his means a r eduction of 
stages there also compared t o the reference TF. It is even possible thal 
a reverse flow comb us tor might be prac tical since the airf l ow returning 
from the heat exchanger i s traveling in a reverse di r ection around the 
outside of the turbine case already . So there are so me tende nc ies fo r 
the RTF to have a shor ter basic engine t han th e r eference TF . T,1 is he lps 
to offset , to so me extent, the added length of th e regeneralor. Even 
with thes e differences , it i s predic te J that the RTF nacelle will be some-
what longer and slightly larger in di~qter than t.he reference TF . The 
s ketches in f igure 4 try t o show this . 
More detailed sketches of a typical heat ex ha nger and lhe nec ssa ry 
duct work are shown i n figures 5 and 6. It can be seen f rom these s ketches 
that the cold air (compressor exi t ) enters two outer duc t s oppos ite each 
other . These ducts are tar~red to a reduced height at the rear of the 
matrix. By this time mos t of the f l ow has pa sed radiall y inward through 
the rotating matrix drum, has been colle c t ed in the i nne r duc t s , and is 
flowing in a reverse direc tion toward the combus t or (not shown) . The ho t 
turbine exhaust gas enters the two inner ducts and passes radially out -
ward through the rotating matrix. It is col l ected i" outer du c t s and 
leaves i n an axial direc tion produc ing t h rus t. Since the two flows are 
in opposite direc tions through the matrix , there is a na t ura l lenden cy 
for the matrix to be self-cleaning. 
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The position of th sea: s is shown in figure 6. Sinc they are of 
some s ubstantial length, i, • a8 foun d that they need back support for 
their enti re length, in order to minimize 1 akage f rom the high to low 
pressure side. In the initial cycle calculation it was assum d that the 
leakage and carryover was zero. In the final results the effect of leak-
ag and carry?ver was considered. 
Theory. - The generul theory and methodology used for the heat ex-
changer calculatio" s was taken from refarence 10. The actual subroutine 
used to calculate the size and weight of the matrix material was written 
by Mr. Paul Kerwin of the NASA Lewis Research Center. The heat exchanger 
effectiveness was an input at the design point and was defined as 
Othar inputs were: 
HAR • 
ALPH. 
DH 
SIG • 
RII0M. 
CONDM 
IiPt 
Ii Pd 
c • 
TC
out - TCin 
Thin - TCin 
· ..•. • 0.25 to 1.0 
· .4602 m-l (1402 ft-l ) 
0 . 000634 m (0.00208 ft) 
· • • • • . • . . 0.729 
. ••. 705 kg 1m3 (44 Ib/ft3) 
1.902 W/m/K (1 .1 Btu/ft/hr/OF) 
4 to 8 percent 
. • • • • 4 percent 
(1) 
to input t and go through the cycle to calculate TCin 
These te~s would allow the calculation of TCout from equa-
A heat balance such as 
The idea .. "as 
and Thin ' 
tion (1). 
Wc x (1 + B) Y c p Y (Tcout - Tc in) • Wc x (1 + ~) x cp x (Thin - Thout ) 
(2) 
allowed th~ calculation of Thout ' An iteration was necessary since f/a 
waa char.ging. Since turbine cooling bleed (6) was being cal culated , it 
was a1do changing in equation (2), thus requiring an additional it~ration. 
An ad.Jitional iteration was necessary on top of the rest because the heat 
exchanger calculation ~ivided up the IiPt into a IiF(cold) ann a 
IiP(hot). These in turn occaSionally changed the cycle performance enough 
to require rebalancing of the heat transfer . 
In order to calculate the turbine case diameter th~ turbine-exit 
Mach number was assumed to be 0 .45 ~nd the hub-to-tip radius ratio of the 
last low-pres sure-turbine s tage was assumed to be 0.60. ' hese Are the 
same values used in the reference TF. The thickness of the matrix drum 
walls was a function of the IiPt mainly. The matrix weight was a func-
tion of the volume of material needed, which was in turn a function of 
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the heat to be transferred . Knowlng th volum, th thickness and lh 
r quired diameter of the matrlx, the length was calculated. 
Off-deaign ca l cul tiona were a ccompUs"' ,,: by varying 6Pt re-
achieve th proper thickness and varyinG c t o achieve th prop r volum 
of the matrix material. It was assumed th t the r gen ra to r was n full 
oper tion a t all off-desigr. cond it.ions . No det rmination was made lf 
this wa s th b s t s ituation under such cond i t iolls a~ takeoff. It i s pos-
s ible tha t a t takeo ff i t may b desirable to bypass the r g nerator t o 
get more t hrus t. 
Wight 
H at exchanger weight. - While tb e . elght of t he heat exchange r 
matrix is a st raigbtf~ -ward ca l cu1 3t lon , l h '~eigh t of th h at exchanger 
ducts , seals , drive L ,e~blies , nd suppor ting s truc ture is no t. Previ-
ous in-house s tudies (no. repo rted) resulted in s pr eliminary deai n of a 
heat exchang r for thi~ appl i cation . As a result of this design flor l 
a good first ord er approximation of th se o t her weights was obt ined. In 
this s tudy these weight s were tica led t o ccount f o. diff roan '; cyc l e f -
fects on the h at exchanger si ze. The t ot al weight of th "at e xchang r 
(Wt. Hx) ·,.,as 
Wt . Hx - Wt. matrix ~ A + B x ° -- x 
°ref 
where 
A was th weight of the duct s from the compresso r to t he hea l 
xchsnger and f ro m there back t o th Co~u& ~e-r for th in-
house d s igned RTF . 163 kg (360 Ib) 
B was the weight of the 
heat exchanger plus 
por t l ng s truc tures . 
0ref 1 . 12 m (44 in . ) 
Lref 1. 78 m (70 in . ) 
res t of the duc t s in and around the 
t h seal s and the drive mo t ors and sup-
381 kg (& 40 lb) 
(3) 
Engine weight. - The bar engine weights were ca l cu lated by the 
method of reter~oce 11 . The nacelle and pyl on weights are cu lculated 
fo r each of lh~ eng i ne s assuming t hey are l oog duct eng i nes . The ot her 
input s necessary for the engine weight ca l culation are t he airf low, BPR , 
OPR, T4 . year of I nitial entry into s rv ce (1985 ), and the d~sign Ma ch 
number . In the case of the RTF ' s , the we igh t of the hea t exchanier mus t 
De added t o the bare englne ~eight t o get the total . 
Aircla ft wei gh t. - The res t of the alrc ra t w igh ts are laLculated 
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by the AMAC p·ogram. Since th airc ra f t in thi ' . tudy 
10 d, ~OO passengers , the fuselage remained fixed. As 
and weigh t changed t h wing and land ing gaar changed. 
by components i s shown in table III fo r tha re fer nc 
aircraft. 
Cos t 
had a fixed pay -
th ngine Biz 
A weight b r kdown 
turbo f an-pow r d 
The cos t of the ai rframe is a func t ion of many things Two of the 
ma i n parameters are tete quantity t o be produced and th .. air£r me weight . 
Since sll the airc raft in this report will be treated equally, th abso-
lute number to be produced has only a se ~ond order ef fec t on a compar i son . 
Th assumed cost of the airframe pe r pound i s shown ':: figu re 7. It was 
takell from the center of the band of data reported in reference 12 . 
The COSt of the turbofan bare engine (Ceng) and the c~St of the RTF 
bare engine (without the he at exchanger) was estimated to be 
C in (1974 dollars ) • 1.2 106 (engine airflow/1300 )0.35 (4) 
eng 
The cost of the heat exchanger must be added to this in the case of the 
RTF engine . However, fo r the arrangement anticipated in the pres ent 
application, no heat exchange r cost r efe rence was found. So it was as-
sumed to cost $500 per pound, which is about what the turbofan engines 
cost per pound. The cos t of the RTF engine was varied to determine t he 
ef f ec t of direc t operating cos t (DOC). 
Direct Oper Po ting Cost 
No matter what method is used f~r calculat ing DOC , the absolute 
level Is always in ques tion. In this study , the aircraft being compared 
are essentially the same except for the propulsion diffe r ences . For this 
reason the percent change in DOC was us ed to make the compari sons. The 
1967 ATA DOC method, reference 13, was used in this s tudy. However , the 
equstions were updated to 1974 dollars . Also , the engine maintenance for-
mulas were not us ed. In their place the maintenance formulas developed 
by American Airlines were used (ref. 14). The cos t of f uel was set at 
$66.05 per cubic meter (25c/gal) for this domestic range aircraf t . This 
value corresponds to the average dome s t ic price paid by United Sta es air-
lines in December of 1974 according t o the Ci vi l Aeronauti cs Board (CAB) . 
Fuel cost was varied from that level up t o $132, 1 per cub i c meter 
(50c/gal) to dete rmine its effect on the DOC comparisons . 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
General Trends 
Fuel against changes in S~C and propulsion s ys tem weight. - In a 
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study of this type it is Important t o use s imple methods t o d t , r " In th 
bes t cycle parameters to investigate in more dep th. This is b c uS th 
number of vatiables to be cons ider ed in th engine and h at exchanger r 
so num rous that the possible combination becomes too large to handle ef-
ficiently unless a prescreening of some so rt is done. So , on of th 
first curves generated for this study shows the change in fu 1 used as 
SFC and propul sion sys tem weight are varied (fig. 8) . On this curv , a 
quick evaluation can be mad for any propulsion system if th SFC and 
weight are known. For example: if a propulsion system w ighed 4000 kil -
ograms more tnan th ~ reference sys tem ?ut provided a 10 percent red u c t io~ 
in SFC, the fuel saved would be 1270 kil ograms . No account i s mad in 
this figure for changes in drag . That i8 a second ord£r effect and will 
be evaluated after the initial sc reening. 
Cycle, engine. and heat exctenger trends . - Figure 9 a l ong with fig-
ures 11 and 12 use a relative scale t o show the figure of merit trends. 
Tilis is because the data was run under s lightly different ground rules 
tha" the final data. So ro avoid confusing comparisons of abso lut valu s , 
.o' se absolute values are omitted in these figures. This i n no way apl're-
. Jly changes the trends shown in these figures. 
Some important trends that helped determine the impact of OPR and 
T4 on the more i~portant engine parameters are shown in figure 9 . In 
part (a) of the figure it can be seen that increasing T4 increases SFC. 
This is due in part to the low OPR ' s , t he nonoptimum BPR , and the fect 
that morl! cooling bleed was needcJ for the turbines as T4 was increased 
even though a precoo ler is a8sumed to precool the turbine coo ling air with 
the duct stream air. Increasing OPR reduces SFC at any given T4. If 
the curves wee t far enough, there would be a minimum of cour se . The c ir-
cular point on figure 9(a) is just a particu lar point which is common t o 
figures 9, II, and 12 and is therefore used as a reference point for the 
relative sca l e . 
Part (b) of the 
thrus t of the engine 
the same effect . So 
.'h11e increasir.g Tt, 
figure shows that i ncreasing T4 does improve the 
and thus reduce it s si ze . Increasin g the OPR has 
in both parts of the figure increac ing OPR was good 
was good for th r us t bur bad for SFC . 
Since the heat exchanger is a drum shape that fits behi"~ the l ow 
pressure turbine. its length is important. A long heat exchanger will 
increase the na celle length anrl therefore cause a weight and drag penalty , 
From figure 9(c) it is obvious that increasing T4 reduces the heat ex-
changer length as does increasing the OPR. It would appear, therefore, 
that increaSing T4 and OPR to some poi nt are both benefic i ul i n reduc-
ing the heat exchanger length . 
From figure 9(d) it can be seen that increasing T4 and OP~ ar~ 
also beneficial in reducing the engine weight. Thus, the four par amerers 
examined: SFC, thrust, heat exchanger length, and engine wei ~ht are all 
improved as OPR is increased to some point and three of the (our improve 
as T4 is increased . 
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Onc addilional parameter that proved to be significant in reducing 
the heat exchanger size and weight was HAR (ratio of cold to hot areas ) . 
Thes e trends are displayed in figure 10. This figure is for on engin 
only and ncglects th~ fact that as HAR changes, the turbine case radius 
changes slightly. The effect of chis will be discussed shortly. 
The first part of the figur-e shows that ss HAR is increased, well 
over 90 percent of the t.otal pressure dro p is across the hot oide of the 
heat exchanger . This is presented for informational purposes but is of 
interest because the value of HAR finally selected waS 0.7 where 99 per-
cent of the pressure is dropped ~cross the hot side. Psrt (b) of the fig-
ure is of interest because it is important that cpa walls of the matrix 
do not get too thin . Something on the order of 2 inches should be satis-
factory for str~ctural considerations . 
The rcal heart of this figl're is parrs (c) and (d). In part (c) it 
will b noted that if HAR should be chosen at a low value, the length of 
the drum would be very large and so the engi"e would be very large. Thus 
there would be a large 1rag penalty for the engine . As shown in part (d) 
of the figure, the : nger drum would result i n longer ducts which accord-
ing to equation (3) .n the METHOD OF ANALYSIS would result in heavy duc ts. 
As shown in figure 10(d), decreaaing the value of HAR fr om 0.7 to 0.1 
would increase the length of the heat exchanger three times, the matri~ 
weight th ree times, &nd the entire heat exchanger weight 2.5 times . In 
the actual engine calculations the diameter of the low pressure turbine 
changed slightly as HAR varied. This cau~ed a minimum in heat exchanger 
~~ ight and length to occur bet~een HAR of 0 . 6 and O.B. Since the curves 
were pretty flat in this region, the HAR value of 0.7 was chosen trom 
that data and retained fo r the reat of this study. 
Sdecting the Range of Cycle Variables 
From reference 6 the best advanced lurbofan had a FPR of 1.6 at 
cruise and a T4 of 1615 K. The FPR was selected at as high a value as 
could be tolerated by the FAR 36 - 10 dB noise criteria selected for that 
study. Since that is basically the reference turbofan used in this study, 
the FPR selected {or the RTF was also 1.6. However, due to the nature of 
the regenerative turbofan, it was felt to be unfair to restrict thc T4 
s tudied to 1615 K. This, after all, is one of the main controls used t o 
size the, heat "xchanger. Thus it was felt that the value of T4 should 
be picked based on its merits in the RTF. 
In order to determine the besl range and combination of cycle param-
eters, figure 11 can be examined. From the previous discussion of fig-
ure 9 it will be recalled that only the SFC got worse wi th increasing T4' 
So , with the aid of figure lOCal it can be seen that the minimum SFC for 
a FPR of 1.6 occurs near a BPR of B.O. This is at a T4 of 1590 K. The 
entire figure lOCal is f~r a e of O.BO and the turbine cooling air pre-
cooler is assumed to be used in this figure and figure 12. 
• 
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If the level of t Is incressed t o 0.90 as ill figure lO(b), the min-
imum SFC s till oc curs around a 8PR of 8 . 25 and a T4· l590 K So fr om 
SFC considerations alone, this might be a good a rea to investigate. tt 
will be recalled from previous discussions that increasi ng T4 did r e-
sult in shorter, lighter, sma ller engines . If this trend were to con-
tinue, a T4 above 1590 K might be s lightly better. So at this point it 
is not obvious that a T4 of 1590 K represents the bes t trade between 
SFC nd size and weight 
For these reasons figure 12 was cons truc ted. Thi s figure takes into 
account the weight effec ~ s of the propul sion systems . With the aid of 
figure 8 the effect of SFC and weight were combined to show the effec t on 
fuel burned. The same range of T4 was inves tigated over a range of aPR 
from 10 to 20. Note that the minimum fuel used in both cases occurred at 
or near a T4 of 1700 K instead of 1590 K. So the sus pic ion that lighter 
engine weights might tip the scale in fa vor n T4' s high er than 1590 K 
i s borne out by the resul ts shown in figure 12. 
It was conc illded trom figures 9 to 12 that for this study a T4 of 
1700 K should be used in conjunction with the FPR of 1 . 6 . It was f urther 
decided that the 8PR should be varied from 8 to 10. Other in-house 
studies led to the conclusion that the 6Pt fo r the heat exc hanger should 
be varied from 4 t o 8 percent, that the t should be varied from 0.80 to 
0.90, and that the aPR should be varied from 10 to 20. Thus the range of 
parameters studied is shown below. 
FPR 1.6 
aPR 10, 15 , 20 
T4 1700 K 
t o. 80, 0 . 85 , 0.90 
6Pt 4, 6, 8 percent 
This res ult s in 81 engine combinati ons whi ch are still too many to 
investigate in real depth. So, some further sor ting had t o be do.le . 
General Results Excluding Drag, Leakage, and Carryover Effec t s 
The next five figures will describe how the nine best engines were 
selected from the 81 engine mat r ix and the res ult s of the fuel use calcu-
lations for these nine engines . At this point the calculations are still 
done using figure 8. This means that the dr ag effect of different length 
engines is not considered at this point . Al so the effec t of seal leakage 
and carryover losses i s not included in any of the per formance values at 
this point. The effect of these parameters will be considered late r. 
Figure 13 is for an t· 0.80 and a 6Pt - 4 percent . It covers 
nine engine combina __ ons of aPR - 10, 15, and 20 and BPR' s of 8 , 9, and 
10. The trends in SFC shown in figure 13 (a) indicate SFC is improving as 
BPR increases . However, the minimum point is at i ncrea.ingly higher aPR 
as BPR increases. ThE' lower thrust per pound of air that goes with the 
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higher BPR's means a larger engine. Thus in figure 13(b) it turns out 
the lightest engines ate at a BPR of 8. Combining the effec ts of weight 
and SFC by using figure 8, the fuel change can be plotted for thes e nine 
engines in figure 13(c). The best BPR depends on the OPR. At an OPR of 
10, the best BPR is 9 but ~t OPR's gredter than 15, the best BPR is 10 . 
What is shown in the figure aa a dashed line is a minimum envelope curve 
which indicates that the very best engine would have an OPR of 17 and a 
BPR of 10. So out of these nine engines, that one was chosen as best. 
The nt,xt nine engines cover the same range of parameters but the t 
is 0.85 instead of 0.80. This data is shown in figure 14. Note that the 
improvement in SFC is greater than in figure 13 due to the higher t . 
The higher t also means a larger heat exchanger and less thrust per 
pound of air which drives the engine weight up some compared to figure 13. 
When the changes in SFC were combined with the weight changes, the fuel 
changes could be plotted in figure 14(c). Note that due to the higher ( , 
the optimum OPR has been reduced from 17 in figure 13 to 14 in fig-
UTe 14(c). The optimum BPR is now 9 . 5. 
In figure 15 can be seen exactly the same trends. This is for an t 
of 0.90. The SFC is still improving, the weight is still increasing, 
and the fuel savings is still improving. The effect of drag on the 
larger engines is still not included in the calculations at this point 
as was mentioned earlier. This will be chown to minimize the benefits 
of increasing E later. Note the 0ptimum OPR is now 12 at a BPR of 
9.25. This decreasing optimum OPR is due to the increasing level of E. 
More of the temperature rise before the combuRtor is being accomplished 
by heat exchange; therefore, less is needed by compression. 
So far, figures 13 to 15 have shown the trends as £ increased from 
0.80 to 0 . 90. Figure 16 is meant to show the effect of Pt at a con-
stant t of 0.85 . So figure 16 should be compared to figure 14 . Notice 
tha t the trends are abou t the same in the two figures but due to the 
greater 6Pt in figure 16, the 5FC benefits are not as great. The 
greater 6Pt does, however, reduce the heat exchanger length and thus 
its weight. The engine weight shown in f igure 16 is less therefore than 
in figure 14. This lower weight is not enough to olfset the degraded SFC 
however, and thus the fuel saved as shown in figure l6(c) is not as great 
as in figure 14(c) . When the drag of the shorter engine is included 
later this trend will be shown to reverse. The optimum OPR in fig-
ure l6(c) is 15 at a BPR of 9.25 . This is nearly the same as that for 
figure 13(c). 
In each of the fi gures 13 to 16, nine engines were examined and one 
optimum determined for each nine. This process was completed even though 
all of the data are not presented here. Thus from the 81 engines exam-
ined, nine were selected for further analysis. These nine are lis ted by 
their cycle characteristics below. 
.1 
t APt, Optimum Optimum 
p r cent OPR BPR 
0.80 4 17 10.0 
.85 
+ 
14 9 . 5 
.90 12 9 . 25 
.80 6 17 10.0 
.85 t 15 9.5 .90 13 9.25 
.80 8 18 10.25 
. 85 t 15 9 . 25 .90 12 9 
Figure 17 is meant to be a summary up to this point. The optimum 
OPR and BPR is plotted against t for the three levels of APt . Thus 
all nine of the optimum engines are represented in each part of figure 17 . 
The tasic trends are toward lower OPR as t is increased. This in re-
turn will support lower BPR's as shown in part (b) of the figure. The 
fuel saved shows a tendency to linearly increase with t . At low levels 
of t the lower levels of APt are best, but at the higher levels of < , 
the higher level s of APt are starting to look better. The most fuel 
saved is about 1630 kilograms (3600 Ib) . 
Result Including Drag 
The nine best engines were actually flown in a fligh t deck (AMAC) 
which accounts for the drag of different size engines. The results are 
shown in figure 18. Note that in figure 18(11) the curves have a minimum 
in con trast to figure 17(a). This is because the higher levels of t 
require a longer heat exchang~r and results in higher drag and heavier 
ducts. For the same reasons the greater APt now look better than the 
lower APl . Higher APt heat exchangers result in thicker walled drums 
which are in turn shorter and thus reduce the drag and duct weight. In 
terms of percentage, the bes t engine yould appear to seve about 5 percent 
in fuel compared to the reference TF. If higher APt were used, the 
envelope around those curves would bottom out at about 6 percent fue l 
saved. 
The TOGW reduction at 
according to figure 18(b). 
engines offsetting some of 
this point is about 1 percent or s little more 
The gain here is less because of the heavier 
the SFC beuefi t s . 
The DOC change is plotted in figure 18(c). All of the changes a re 
positive . This is due to the cos t of the RTF engines which includes the 
cost of the heat exchanger. This Grea of heat exchanger cos t is rela-
tively unknown and thus the cost of the engine will be varied parametri-
cally to sho~' what the cost would have to be in order to break even . 
This will be done in a following figure. First however, the effec ts of 
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leakage and carryover ar considered. 
Results Including Carryover and Leskage 
Sensitivity studies were performed that showed for every 1 percent 
of leakage or carryover loss, the SFC suf fered 0.6 percent . Furth rmore , 
the designers estimated the leakage could be held to 2 percent and the 
carryover to 1 percent for a total 3 percent. Thus the SFC would be de-
graded by 1.8 percent. Since small changes in SFC result in about h 
same change in fuel, about 1.8 percent of the fuel saved should be sub-
tracted from the curves in Ugure l8(a). When this is done, figure 19 i s 
the result. In Ugure 19, the curves were cross plotted so the curves 
could be extrapolated to higher APt (the dashed lines). If an envelove 
were drawn around these curves, the most fuel would be saved at a APt 
of about 12 and an t of 0.91 . At this point about 4.1 per canl of the 
fuel would be saved and the reduction in TOCW would be expected to still 
be near 1 per cent . 
As was mentioned in the "HETHOD OF ANALYSIS," the reference TF did 
not use a precooler for the turbine cooh.:I& bleed .but the RTF did. there-
fore, the cO!Jparison could be questioned on this basis . If this differ-
ence is sccounted for , the reference TF's SFC would improve 2 .8 percent. 
This would translate almost directly into a 2.8 percent fuel savings i f 
the weight penalty of the heat exchanger is ignored. Thus the 4.1 per-
cent fuel advantage of the RTF shown in figure 19 would be eroded to 
1.3 perc~nt or in other words, the two concepts would be very competitive 
from the fuel standpoint. The weight of the extra heat exchanger was not 
considered because it would be nearly the same on eithe r type of engine, 
thus, not affecting the comparison to any significant degree. 
Because the time required to design the he~t exchanger ducts for low 
pressure drop was too demanding, they were mainly designed for structural 
consideration. It was hoped that a refined design would result in ducts 
which had a minimum pressure drop. The number used in this report was 
4 percent which represents a reasonably ambitious goal. It could be 
argued, however, that this pressure drop might be larger. In that case 
the RTF performance would be decreased from that shown in figure 19. To 
show t:.e effect of the APd assumption, the effect of APd on fuel used 
is shown in figure 20. It can be seen from the figure that an increase 
in APd would cause an increase 1n SFC which l/u" l!! callse an increase in 
fuel used. For small changes in SFC , t he cha.tl~es in f ue.t would be about 
the same percent. So if the APd was 10 percent i nstead of 4 percent, 
the RTF would use about 2 percent more fuel thus reducing the gains shown 
in figure 19 by a like amount. 
Table IV compares weights, costs , and DOC of the reference TF and 
the best RTF for which data was actually calculated . This would be an 
engine with a E - 0.90, Pt - 8 percent, FPR - 1.6, OPR - 12, BPR - 9, 
HAR - 0.70, and a T4 - 1700 K. The best engine shown in figure 19 would 
be very similar but the E would be 0 . 91 and t.he APt would be 12 per-
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cent. The OPR and BPR would probahly change some small amoun t toward 
a smaller number . 
Effect of Engi ne and Fue l Price on DOC 
The cost of the basic engine i n front of the re gene rator on the RTF 
was bas ed on airflow of the fan, as was dis cussed in the ' ~thod of 
Analysis ." This may not be exac tly right due t o the l ow OPR of the gas 
generator and the o ther unusua l features. The cOS t of the heat exchanger 
was also roughly est1ma t ed. Thus t he ac tual cost of the RTF is more 
questionable than that of the reference TF where the engine is more con-
ventional. 
The coSt of the RTF, compared t o the reference TF , is explor ed i n 
figure 21 as fuel price is a llowed t o va ry . The sea) and carryover 
loss es are i nc1uved for the RTF in this fi&ure so the fue l savings is 
only 4 .1 per cent . When the RTF engi ne costs 1. 65 time s as much as the 
re ference TF , the DOC will be 6 . 6 per cent higher than t he reference TF (. t 
a f ue l price of $66 per cubic meter (25c/gal). Within th e range of the 
fuel prices i nvestigated , the DOC of the RTF would never b as low as 
that of the refere nce TF at this engine price ratio. The fuel s avings of 
4.1 percent is just not enough to offse t the higher engine cos t. When 
the engine cost of the RTF is only 1.25 times that of the reference TF , 
the DOC's will be the same at a f uel price of $135 per cubi c meter 
(51. 5ci gal) • 
Figure 21 i ndicates that the cos t of the RTF would have t o be nearly 
equal to the cost of the refe rence TF be fo re appreciable ~enefits in DOC 
could result. This is reasonable since the TOGW i s nearly equal and only 
4.1 percent of the fuel was saved. So in the fina l analysis , t he trade 
off her~ is between t he maint enance prob l ems of high pressur e r ati o TF ' s 
and th ose of a heat exchanger behind a re l ative l y low pr essure ratio TF . 
Which would be t he hardes t t o ,naintain is no t known at th i s t ime , nor is 
the cos t of the RT F reall y clear . Some hardware developments and t es t s 
could go a long way to rp.so1ve these unknowns. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The fue l savings potential of a reference advanced turbo fan was cal-
culated and compared t o that of a family of advanced regenerative turbo -
fans for use i n an advanced sub s onic transport. The main fi gure of meri t 
was f uel consumed. However, t akeoff gross weight (TOGW) and direct oper-
ating cost (DOC) we re also cal culated . The reference turbofan had a c ruise 
turbine-rotor-inlet temperature of 1615 K while the regenerative turbofans 
cruised at their optimum of 1700 K. The overal l pressu re rati o of the 
refere nce turbo fan was 40 while the optimum fo r the r e generative engines 
range d from 12 to 18. All the engines ha d a fan pressu r e ratio of 1.6 at 
a cruise speed of Mach 0 . 80 and 10. 67 kilometers (35 000 f t). The bypas s 
ratio of the reference turbo fan was 10. 4 while that of the regenerative 
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engines ranged from 8 t o 10 . The rotary hea t exchanger used a cerami c 
matrix shaped as a hollow drum ~l ich fit behind the low press ure turbln 
on the engine centerline. The range of e ffecti venes s investigated was 
0.80 to 0.90 along with pressure drops f rom 4 to 8 percent in the matrix 
and 4 percent in the ducts. A leakage of 2 percent and a carryove r of 
1 percent was allowed. The ai r craft carried 200 pas s engers , a t otal of 
5500 kilometers (3000 n mil. The aircraf t cruise LID was about 16. 
The study indica ted a fuel s avings by the best regenerative turbofan 
of 4.1 percent compared to the reference turbofan . The TOGW improvement 
was a modest 1 per cen t while the DOC ranged from competitiv~ values to as 
much as 6 percent higher de pending on the actual cost of the regenerative 
turbofan and the cos t of the f uel. In order t o use the high turb i ne -
rotor-inlet temperatures in the regenerative turbofans, a turbine cooling 
air heat exchanger was needed to pre cool the coollng air . Th e heat e x-
changer was assumed t o be In the fan bypass stream. If thi s same advan-
tage was givp.n to the refe rence turbofan, the regenerative turbofan would 
have saved only 0 .5 percen t of the fuel alld the TOGW would have been 
nearly equal for the two conce pts. 
It is t h,! conclusion of this report th a t fo r this applicati on either 
a high pressure ra tio turbo fan or a low pres sure ratio regenerative tur-
bofan would use a~out the same amount of fuel and result in an airc raft 
of about equal TOGW . The deciding fac tor s would be the engine cos t s, the 
re:iability of the two competing concepts, their maintainability , and 
possibly the re l ative ease of meeting some emission s tandards . Sinc~ the 
RTF does Js e a low overall pres s ure ratio , the prob l em of emissions may 
be more easily solved . Not enough is known about either concept a t this 
time to determine these fac tors. 
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TABLE 1. - BASIC AIRCRAFT DRAG INPUT DATA 
AR 
tIc side of body 
tIc wing tip 
Leadins edse sw ep. des 
Taper (tip cord/root cord) 
Camb r 
Wins loadins. N/m2 
Cta 
aCdO 
Suparcritical wins 
aCa1~ulated value from AMAC Program. 
9 .4 
0 .164 
0.080 
27 .4 
0.33 
0 . 07 
5980 
0 .06 
0.022 
Yes 
21 
TABLE II. - CYCLE INPUTS AT THE CRUISE DESIGN POINT 
Engine type 
Inle t recovery 
Overall pressure ratio 
Fan pre. lure ratio 
Cruise turbine rotor inlet temperature, K 
Adiabatic efficiency of the 
Fan 
Comprea80r 
All turbines 
Efficiency c.f the combustor 
Turbine cooling bleed, percent of compressor air 
Coolinl bleed precool heat exchanger 
Cv, both nozzles 
Pressure 108S, AP/P: 
Fan duct 
Combustor 
Turbine exit guide vanes 
heu~ :~~han~er cold side 
Heat exchanger hot side 
Total of heat exchanger ducts 
Area cold Side/area hot side (heat exchanger) 
Heat exchanger leakage, percent 
Heat exchanger carryover, percent 
Heat exchanger effectiveness 
Number of spools 
Bypass ratio 
~ tHude, km 
Mach number 
Ref. TF 
1. 0 
40 
1.6 
1615 
0.86 
0.85 
0.90 
1.0 
8 . 0 
No 
O. ~ 8 
0.02 
0.06 
0.012 
2 
10.4 
10.67 
0 . 80 
RTF 
1.0 
10 to 20 
1.6 
1700 
0.86 
0.854 to 0.865 
0.90 
1.0 
7.0 to 8.5 
Yel 
0 .98 
0.02 
0.06 
0.012 
<0.005 
0.035 to 0.075 
0.04 
0.7 (opt) 
2 
1 
0 .8 t o 0.9 
2 
8 to 10 
10.6 7 
0 . 80 
22 
TABLE Ill. - TYPICAL WEIGHT BREAKDOWN OF AIRCRAFT DES IGNED FOR 
MACH 0.80 USING THE REFERENCE TURBOFAN ENGINES 
Structure weight , kg 27 211 Operating iteu kg 5 293 
Wing 9 801 Flight crew () 231 
Horizontal tail 1 353 Cabin c rew (7) 413 
Vert ical tall 852 Crew baggage 11 3 
Body 8 955 Briefcases and navigation 11 
Land~ng gesr 3 884 Unusable fuel 133 
Nacelle struts 844 011 91 
Nacelles 1 522 Emergency equipm.nt 5 
Pass ng r accommodations 3 101 
Propul sion sys rem weights, 5 675 Cargo cont ai ners 1 20 7 
kg 
Four engines 3 375 Operating empty weight, kg 52 736 
Accessories 181 
Noise suppression 408 Us able fuel , kg 26 226 
Controls 72 
Starting system 91 Payload (200 passengers) , kg 18 144 
Fuel sys tem 544 
Thrust reversers 1 004 Cargo , kg 0 
Fixed equipment weight, kg 14 557 Takeoff gross weight, kg 97 106 
Instrument s 313 
Surface controls 1 787 
Hydraulic system 510 
Pneumatic sys tem 315 
Electrical system 986 
Ele c t ron i cs 597 
Flightdeck accommodations 410 
Passenger accommodations 6 790 
Cargo accommodations 1 056 
Emergency equipment 292 
Air conditioning 976 
Anti - icing 143 
Auxiliary power units 382 
23 
TABLE IV. - COMPARISON OF ENGINE TY PES AT MACH 0.80 
ON A 5500 KILOMETER (3000 N MI) MISSION 
Engine type Refer nce TF RTfli 
Weight s , kg 
TOGW 97 106 96 243 
OEW (le88 propulsion system) 47 061 46 949 
Wing 9 80 1 9 724 
Lsnding gesr 3 884 3 849 
Other 33 376 33 376 
Propulsion system (less nacelles) 5 67, 6 254 
Four engines 5 675 3 943 
Four rotary heat exchangers ------ 2 311 
Payload (200 passengers) 18 144 18 144 
Design point fuel load 26 216 24 896 
Fuel used 21 145 20 062 
Reserve fuel 5 081 4 834 
Initial costs , 106 $ (1974) 
Complete aircraft 15.042 18.206 
Aircraft (less engines) 9 . 673 9 . 654 
Each complete engine .921 1.533 
Bare engine . 921 .896 
Heat exchanger ------ . 637 
Spares 1.685 2.420 
Direct operating cost , c/seat/km 
DOC 0 . 525 0 . 556 
Relative DOC 1.00 1.06 
~o seal leakage or carryover loss included . 
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